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The classical Silverman-Toeplitz theorem states that a matrix

A = (apq) sums every convergent sequence if and only if

(1) |aPC}^_i converges, q = l,2, 3, • • • ,

(2) { £"-i aJ>s}p'=i converges, and

(3) there exists a number k such that £"_i \aPq\ <k, p = l,2, 3, • ■ • .

Hahn [2] showed that A sums every sequence of bounded variation,

i.e. every absolutely convergent sequence, if and only if (1), (2), and

(3)' there exists a number k such that | £"=J apq\ <k, p, n = l, 2,

3, • • ■ .
In this paper we obtain three conditions which are necessary and

sufficient for a matrix to sum every convergent convex sequence. The

first two conditions are (1) and (2) above, while the third condition

is a weakened version of (3)'. Matrices considered here have complex

elements even though convex sequences are necessarily real sequences.

The following lemma embodies well-known properties of convex

sequences which we will need.

Lemma. // {pP} is a bounded convex sequence, then

(1) {ptp} is nonincreasing and convergent,

(2) nApn—*0 as n—> 00, where Apn =Pn — M»+i>

(3) £p°, 1 pA2pp = jiti - lim pn, where A2pp = Ap,P — Ajup+i.

The lemma not only shows that the set of all convergent convex

sequences is a subset of the set Sbv oi all sequences of bounded varia-

tion, but it can be used in the following way to show that the finite

linear completion (using complex coefficients) of the set of all con-

vergent convex sequences is a proper subset of .Sbv- It is trivial to

construct a nonincreasing null sequence (hence a sequence in Sbv)

{pp} such that lim pApp?±0. Hence, according to the lemma, such a

sequence cannot be a finite linear combination of convergent convex

sequences. Therefore the conditions (1), (2), and (3)' of Hahn, while

sufficient for a matrix to sum every sequence in Sbv> may not be

necessary for a matrix to sum every convergent convex sequence,

and indeed they are not necessary, as shown by our theorem which

follows.

Theorem. In order for a matrix A = (apq) to sum every convergent
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convex sequence, it is necessary and sufficient that the following condi-

tions hold:

(i)   \aPq}P-i converges, q = l, 2, 3, • • ■ ,

(»)   { 1Zq-i apq}p-i converges, and

(iii) there exists a number k such that

n       i

1Z1ZaPi   < nk>        P,n = 1,2,3, ■■■ .
j-l   5-1

Proof. We will show first that (i), (ii), and (iii) are sufficient. From

(ii) we see that A sums every constant term sequence. Hence we need

only show that A sums every convex sequence which converges to

zero. Let x = {xp} he a convex null sequence. Then from (1) of the

lemma, x is a nonincreasing sequence. Let j he a positive integer.

Then from a theorem of Hadamard [l] we see that 1Zv-iaipxp 1S

convergent since yi"_, aip converges and x is of bounded variation.

Thus Ax is a sequence. If n is a positive integer, then, using summa-

tion by parts, we have

n

^Z QjpXp = OjiAxi + (a,i 4- aj2) Ax2

(*)     *"'

+ •••+( H ajp\Axn-i   +\zZ aip) Xn.

Let tjP = aji+aj2+ ■ ■ ■ +ajP, p = l, 2, 3, • • • . From (ii) there exists

a number k, such that \tjp\ <k,, p = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . Hence from (*) we

have 1Zp=i aJpxp= zZp-i IjiAxp> since | tjnxn\ ^&/x„—>0 as n—>oo. But

n

^Z tjp&Xp = tjiA2Xi + ilji + tj2)A2x2

(°)     P=1

+   ■••+( 1Z <;>) A2*n-1      + ( 1Z hp} A^n-

Let SjP = tji + tji+ ■ ■ ■ +tjp, p = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . Then from (°) we have

IZp-ihr^p— 1Zp-\sip^xp< since |sjnAxn| ^nkjAxn and from (2) of

the lemma wAxn—>0 as n—+=°. Thus zZP-i ajpxp= 1ZP-i sipA2xp. Let

ujp = SjP/p,p = l,2,3, ■ ■ ■, and let U=(upq). Let y= {yp} = {pA2xp}.

Then Ax = Uy. We wish to show now that Uy is convergent. From

(iii) we have \upq\ <k, p, q = 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . We note from (3) of the

lemma that 1ZyP— zZP^2xp IS convergent. We note from (i) that U

has convergent columns. Let up = limquqp, p = l, 2, 3, • • • . Then

\up\ g£, p = l, 2, 3, • • • . Clearly Hupyp is convergent. Let «>0.

Let  M he a positive integer such that k^ZP,M+1yp<e/3. Let Q
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= 1 + £*!1 3V Let A7 be a positive integer such that if ra > N and

1 SpSM, then \unp — up\ <e/(3Q). Then if n>N, we have

oo eo M oo

£ unpyP —  £ upyp   g £ (unp — up)yp  +     £ unpyP

p=\ p=l p=l p=M+-l

QO

+      £   upyp   < e.
p=M+l

Thus Uy is convergent, and so Ax is convergent. Hence the fact that

(i), (ii), and (iii) are sufficient for A to sum every convergent convex

sequence has been established.

We now consider the converse. Clearly if A sums every convergent

convex sequence, then (ii) holds since {l, 1, 1, • • • } is such a

sequence.

If A sums every convergent convex sequence, then the first column

of A converges, since {l, 0, 0, 0, • • • } is a convergent convex se-

quence. Thus the second column of A is convergent, since {2, 1, 0,

0, 0, • • • } is a convergent convex sequence. Hence a simple induc-

tion argument can be used to show that A has convergent columns,

i.e. (i) holds.

Suppose A sums every convergent convex sequence. We wish to

show that (iii) holds. Since (ii) holds, there exists a number R such

that | £"=i apq\ <R, p = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ • . Using the notation introduced

in the proof of the sufficiency, we note that limn «„= ^1,1, a„,-. p

= 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ • . Assume that (iii) does not hold. There exists an ele-

ment upm of the matrix U such that

\*,m\   >42(1 + F).

Let Nx be a positive integer such that if q>N1} then | uPiq\ <R. There

exists a positive integer Mx such that if p>Mx, then |mp9i — uqi\ <1.

Let Qi — 1 +1 m8i| , and let q0 = 0. Since U has convergent columns and

(iii) does not hold, there exists an element up,q, of U such that

p2>Mx, qi>Ni, qi — qi>qi—q0, and

|«««|   > 4*(1 + F + (JO-

Let Ni be a positive integer such that if q> N2, then | uPiq\ <R. There

exists an integer Mi>Mi such that if p>M2, then \upqt — uq,\ <1.

Let (?2 = l + |M9j|- There exists an element uP3„3 of U such that

p3>Mi,q3>N2, q3 — q2>q2—qi, and

\uPan\   >¥(1 + R + Qi + Q2).

Continue the process.
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If n is a positive integer, let Ln he the line which contains the

points (qn-i + l, 1/2"-1) and iqn + l, 1/2"). We define a sequence

x= {xj,} as follows. If n is a positive integer and qn~i + l^t<qn + l,

then x( is the ordinate of the point on line Ln with abscissa t. Let m be

a positive integer. Then

slope of Lm = — (l/2m)/(gm — gm_i),

slope of Lm+i = - il/2m+1)/iqm+i - qm),

and so

^xqm = il/2")/iqm - qm-i) - (l/2-H-i)/(?m+1 - qm)

> il/2™)/iqm - qm_i) - (l/2'»+1)/(?„ - qm-i)

= l/2™+\qm - qm-i).

We note that A2xp = 0 if there is no j such that p=qj. Thus x is a con-

vex null sequence, and

qpA2xqp > 1/2^-1,       P = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Let « be an integer greater than 1. Then

oo n—1 oo

1Z uPnjjA2xt-   ^  uPnqnqnA2xqn   -   JZ uMjqjA2xqj   -     £   uPnqiqjA2xqj
i-\ J=l i=n+l

4"+1(l + £ + Qi +  ■  •  • + Qn-Q

2»+i

-llQi-R zZ qA2xqi > 2»+s
j—1 J=n+1

since, from (3) of the lemma, T^l, ?A2x, = l. Lety= {yp} = {^>A2xp}.

Thus ^4x = t/y is divergent. Hence the assumptions that A sums ever}'

convergent convex sequence and that (iii) does not hold lead to a

contradiction. Thus if A sums every convergent convex sequence,

then (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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